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SUMMARY

This work deals with the leader-follower and the leaderless consensus problems in networks of multiple
robot manipulators. The robots are non-identical, kinematically different (heterogeneous), and their physical
parameters are uncertain. The main contribution of this work is a novel controller that solves the two con-
sensus problems, in the task space, with the following features: it estimates the kinematic and the dynamic
physical parameters; it is robust to interconnecting variable-time delays; it employs the singularity-free unit-
quaternions to represent the orientation; and, using energy-like functions, the controller synthesis follows
a constructive procedure. Simulations using a network with four heterogeneous manipulators illustrate the
performance of the proposed controller. Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The task space is a subspace of the Special Euclidean space of dimension three, denoted SE.3/.
The pose of an object in the SE.3/ is composed of the position and the orientation (attitude).
Task space control plays a major role in cooperative tasks performed by a network of multiple
robot manipulators primarily if they are kinematically and dynamically dissimilar (heterogeneous)
[1, 2]. The control objectives in these systems are network consensus [3–5], synchronization [6–9],
flocking [10, 11], and coordination [12, 13]. The practical applications of multi-robot systems span
different areas such as: underwater and space exploration (underwater cultural heritage recovery,
coordination of clusters of satellites, and synchronization of spacecrafts) [14–16]; hazardous envi-
ronments (search and rescue missions, military operations, and robot teleoperation) [17–20] and
service robotics (commercial cleaning, material handling, furniture assembly, etc.) [21–23].

This paper focusses on finding the solution to the leader–follower and the leaderless consensus
problems in networks of heterogeneous robot manipulators with uncertain physical parameters and
interconnecting variable time-delays. In the leader-follower consensus, the objective is to ensure
that all manipulators converge to a given leader pose, while in the leaderless consensus, the robot
manipulators have to reach a certain agreement pose (consensus point). The solutions to these prob-
lems have been widely studied for first and second-order linear time invariant systems [24–28].
Solutions for different nonlinear Euler–Lagrange (EL) systems in the generalized coordinates
(joint space) are reported in [9, 29–35], and in [36–39], for a more general class of nonlinear sys-
tems. [1, 6, 30] present the solution to the the leader–follower case in the joint space, provided
that the leader position is available to all the agents, and [9, 29, 40] propose solutions to the
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leader–follower case in which the leader position is available only to a subset of the followers. [31]
reports a solution to the leaderless case using simple proportional plus damping controllers. [32] pro-
poses a proportional controller and a velocity estimator to solve the leaderless consensus problem.
Recently, Liu et al. [41] have proposed a solution to both consensus problems without intercon-
necting delays, and [35] solves the leader–follower synchronization without interconnecting delays
using an adaptive sliding controller. All these previous results deal with the consensus problems in
the joint space.

Other interesting papers solve the consensus problems accounting only for the orientation (atti-
tude) part. Among these are the following: [7] that provides the solution to both consensus problems
for groups of rigid bodies in the presence of communication delays; [42] that provides three synchro-
nization cases for the attitude alignment of spacecrafts; [43] where a passivity-based velocity input
law is developed to achieve attitude synchronization; [44] that solves the attitude leaderless consen-
sus without interconnection delays; and [45] that, using passivity-based controllers, solves a group
orientation agreement in networks of rigid bodies provided the interconnection graph is undirected
and without delays. However, for multiple degrees-of-freedom (DoF) mechanical systems, position,
and orientation dynamics cannot be decoupled —because the inertia matrix is not, in general, block
diagonal— and thus, the complete pose dynamics are needed for a formal stability analysis.

Some few exceptional works in the literature that deal with the complete pose consensus are the
following: [1] that employ a minimal orientation representation for the leader–follower consensus;
[46] that tackles the bilateral teleoperation of a network of multiple robots, a problem that can be
seen as a special case of the leaderless consensus case; [47] that employs unit-quaternions and a PD
plus damping and gravity compensation scheme for bilateral teleoperators with constant delays; [8]
that solves the leaderless and leader–follower consensus problems using only a first order nonlinear
kinematical model in the SE.3/; and [12], where a dual quaternion solution is provided for the coor-
dination of the pose of rigid body networks. The last two works obviate the second order dynamic
model, and they only deal with the kinematic model, without accounting for parameter uncertainty.
Furthermore, in [2], it shown another solution to both problems without relying on velocity mea-
surements; however, such work does not deal with parametric uncertainty, and it is not robust to
interconnecting delays.

This work is closely related to two insightful papers [48, 49]. On one hand, [48] using similar
kinematic and dynamic adaptation schemes as in [50, 51], solves the leader–follower consensus
provided that the leader position is available to all the agents and, on the other hand, [49] solves
the leaderless consensus problem without time-delays. Furthermore, for the orientation, these works
make use of a minimal representation that exhibits singularities, and it is assumed that all the agents
are kinematically similar, that is, all agents have the same DoF.

The main contribution of this work is a novel controller that solves the leader–follower and lead-
erless pose consensus problems for heterogeneous robot networks with uncertain kinematic and
dynamic parameters. The main features of the proposed scheme are the following: it estimates
the kinematic and the dynamic physical parameters; it is robust to interconnecting variable-time
delays; it employs the singularity-free unit-quaternions to represent the orientation; and, using
energy-like functions, the controller synthesis follows a constructive procedure. Moreover, in the
leader–follower case, it is only assumed that at least one agent can access the leader’s pose. Up to
the authors’ knowledge, this is the first work that solves these consensus problems with all these
features. Furthermore, in order to show the performance of the proposed scheme, simulations using
a network with four heterogeneous agents are also presented.

The following notation is used throughout the paper. R WD .�1;1/, R>0 WD .0;1/, R>0 WD
Œ0;1/. jxj stands for the standard Euclidean norm of vector x. Ik and Øk represent the identity
and all-zero matrices of size k � k. Both 1k and 0k represent column vectors of size k with all
entries equal to one and to zero, respectively. The spectrum of the square matrix A is denoted by
�.A/ where the minimum and the maximum of its spectrum are denoted by �min.A/ and �max.A/,
respectively. For any matrix A 2 Rn�m, A>.AA>/�1 is its Moore–Penrose pseudo-inverse matrix
denoted by A�. For any function f W R>0 ! Rn, the L1-norm is defined as kfk1 WD sup

t>0
jf.t/j,

L2-norm as kfk2 WD
�R1
0 jf.t/j

2dt
�1=2

. The L1 and L2 spaces are defined as the sets ¹f W R>0 !
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Rnj kfk1 <1º and ¹f W R>0 ! Rnj kfk2 <1º, respectively. The argument of all time dependent
signals is omitted, for example, x � x.t/, except for those which are time-delayed, for example,
x.t � T .t//. The subscript i 2 NN WD ¹1; : : : ; N º, where N is the number of nodes of the network.

2. SYSTEM DYNAMICS

The dynamical behavior of the network accounts for a threefold: i) the dynamics of nodes, which are
represented by EL-systems; ii) the interconnection topology, which is modeled using graph theory;
and iii) the orientation description in the SE.3/, which is performed using unit-quaternions.

2.1. Node dynamics

The i th-node is modeled as ni -DoF robot manipulator‡. Its EL-equation of motion, in joint space,
is given by

Mi .qi / Rqi C Ci .qi ; Pqi / Pqi C gi .qi / D �i (1)

where qi ; Pqi ; Rqi 2 Rni , are the joint positions, velocities, and accelerations, respectively; Mi .qi / 2
Rni�ni is the symmetric and positive definite inertia matrix; Ci .qi ; Pqi / 2 Rni�ni is the Coriolis and
centrifugal effects matrix, defined via the Christoffel symbols of the first kind; gi .qi / 2 Rni is the
gravitational torques vector and �i 2 Rni is the torque exerted by the actuators (motors).

The pose of the i th-end-effector, relative to a common reference frame, is denoted by the vector
xi � R7, and it is composed of the position vector pi 2 R3 and the orientation unit-quaternion§

�i 2 S
3, such that xi WD

h
p>i ; �

>
i

i>
.

The kinematic relation between the joint velocities and the linear Ppi and angular !i velocities of
the i th-end-effectors relative to a common reference frame, is given by

�i D

�
Ppi
!i

�
D Ji .qi / Pqi (2)

where �i 2 R6 and Ji .qi / 2 R6�ni is the geometric Jacobian matrix.
It is assumed that each manipulator is an open serial chain with a certain combination of revo-

lute and prismatic joints such that the inertia matrix is lower and upper bounded [52]. Under this
assumption, the EL-system (1) enjoys the following properties [53–55]:

P1. For all qi 2 Rni , exist M i ;
NMi 2 R>0 such that M i 6 kMi .qi /k 6 NMi .

P2. Matrix PMi .qi / � 2Ci .qi ; Pqi / is skew-symmetric.
P3. For any �i 2 Rni , (1) satisfies Mi .qi / P�i CCi .qi ; Pqi /�i � gi .qi / D YDi

�
qi ; Pqi ;�i ; P�i

�
�Di ,

where YDi 2 Rni�mDi is a regressor matrix of known functions, and �Di 2 RmDi is a constant
vector containing the dynamical parameters (link masses, moments of inertia, etc.).

P4. For all qi 2 Rni , the Jacobian matrix Ji .qi / is a bounded operator.
P5. The kinematic relation (2) satisfies �i D YKi .qi ; Pqi /�Ki , where YKi 2 R6�mKi is the kine-

matic regressor matrix, and �Ki 2 RmKi is a constant vector containing the kinematic physical
parameters (link lengths, center of mass distances, etc.).

2.2. Modeling the interconnection

The interconnection of the N followers is modeled using the Laplacian matrix L WD Œ`ij � 2 RN�N ,
whose elements are defined as

`ij D

´ P
j2Ni

wij i D j

�wij i ¤ j
(3)

‡Note that each robot may have different number of DoF.
§The set S3 � R4 represents an unitary sphere of dimension three and it is defined as S3 WD

®
� 2 R4j j�j2 D 1

¯
.
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where Ni is the set of agents transmitting information to the i th robot, wij > 0 if j 2 Ni and
wij D 0 otherwise.

Similar to passivity-based (energy-shaping) synchronization [4, 56–58] and in order to ensure
that the interconnection forces are generated by the gradient of a potential function, the following
assumption is used in this paper:

A1. The followers interconnection graph is undirected and connected.

Remark 1
Note that, by construction, L has a zero row sum, that is, L1N D 0N . Moreover, Assumption A1,
ensures that L is symmetric, has a single zero-eigenvalue and the rest of the spectrum of L has
positive real parts. Thus, rank.L/ D N � 1.

In the leader–follower scenario, the Laplacian matrix models the followers interconnection and a
diagonal matrix A 2 RN�N is used in this work to model the leader–follower interconnections. The
following lemma, which is a special case of Lemma 3 of Hong et al. in [59] and Lemma 1.6 of Cao
and Ren in [60], provides an interesting property of the composed Laplacian matrix L` WD LC A
that will be used in the proof of one of the main results. In fact, Lemma 1 provides a powerful tool
for the controller design because, compared with other previous schemes —see [1, 30, 48, 61], to
name a few— the leader–follower consensus problem (defined in Section 3.1) can be solved without
assuming that the leader pose is available to all the followers.

Lemma 1
Consider a non-negative diagonal matrix A WD diag.a1; : : : ; aN / 2 RN�N and suppose that, at
least, one ai is strictly positive, that is, there exists some ai > 0. Assume that A1 holds, then the
matrix L` WD LC A is symmetric, positive definite and of full rank. ˘

With regards to the interconnection time-delays, similar to other passivity-based schemes [62], it
is assumed that:

A2. The information exchange, from the j -th agent to the i -th agent, is subject to a variable time-
delay Tj i .t/ with a known upper-bound �Tj i . Hence, it holds that 0 6 Tj i .t/ 6 �Tj i < 1.
Moreover, PTj i .t/ is bounded.

For practical applications, if the time-delays are not known, then the first time-derivative of
the delays can be computed using the following method. Along with the pose and the veloc-
ities, the value of a function f .t/ is sent through the communications. And then, when f .t/

arrives to its destination, it has the value f .t � T .t//. With this data, PT .t/ can be computed
at both ends, indirectly, from the fact that Pf .t � T .t// D Œ1 � PT .t/� Pf .t/. The way to do it
is to design f .t/ such that Pf .t/ D 1. In such a case, PT .t/ D 1 � Pf .t � T .t//. Finally,
Pf .t � T .t// is calculated numerically and hence, PT .t/ can be obtained without knowledge

of T .t/.

2.3. On representing the orientation

Compared with other orientation representations, for example, yaw-pitch-roll parameters, Euler
angles, etc., the unit-quaternions are known to be free of singularities [63]. A unit-quaternion
�i 2 S

3 can be split in two elements: one scalar term �i 2 R and one vectorial term ˇi 2 R3.

Thus, �i WD
h
�i ;ˇ

>
i

i>
and, from the unit norm constraint, �2i C ˇ

>
i ˇi D 1 (refer to [64, 65] for a

detailed list of properties and operations involving unit-quaternions). The unit-quaternion �i can be
easily obtained from the rotation matrix Ri 2 SO.3/ WD

®
Ri 2 R3�3j R>i Ri D I3; det.Ri / D 1

¯
[54]. Similarly, the Rodriguez formula [45] allows to obtain a rotation matrix corresponding to a
given quaternion as
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Ri .�i / D
�
�2i � ˇ

>
i ˇi

�
I3 C 2ˇiˇ

>
i � 2�iS.ˇi /; (4)

where S.�/ is the skew-symmetric matrix operator¶.
The orientation error, relative to the world frame, between two different frames, †i and †j , can

be described by the rotation matrix QRij WD RiR>j 2 SO.3/. The unit-quaternion describing such
orientation error is given by

Q�ij D �i ˇ �
�
j D

�
Q�ij
Q̌
ij

�
D

�
�>i ˇj

�jˇi � �iˇj � S.ˇi /ˇj

�

D

�
�i�j C ˇ

>
i ˇj

�U>.�i /�j

� (5)

where ˇ denotes the quaternion product, ��.�/ D
h
�.�/;�ˇ

>
.�/

i>
is the quaternion conjugate of �.�/

and U.�i / is defined as

U.�i / WD
�

�ˇ>i
�i I3 � S.ˇi /

�
: (6)

The normality condition and some straightforward calculations show that Q̌ ij D 0 if and only if
�i D ˙�j . This, in turn, implies that U>.�i /�j D 03, this last due to the fact that

U>.�i /�i D Œ�ˇi �i I3 C S.ˇi /�
�
�i
ˇi

�
D 03: (7)

where the property S.a/a D 03 is used. A key observation is that �i D �j and �i D ��j represent
the same physical orientation [7, 45]. In fact, using (4), it can be easily established that Ri .�i / D
Rj .�j / if and only if �i D ˙�j .

The relation between the time-derivative of a unit-quaternion and the angular velocity, relative to
the world reference frame, is given by

P�i D
1

2
U.�i /!i : (8)

Hence, defining ˆ.�i / WD diag
�
I3; 12U.�i /

�
, it holds that

Pxi D ˆ.�i /�i : (9)

The following properties have been borrowed from [12, 66–68] and are used throughout the rest
of the paper.

P6. For all �i 2 S
3;U>.�i /U.�i / D I3. Hence, rank.U.�i // D 3 and ker

�
U>.�i /

�
D span .�i /.

P7. For all �i 2 S
3 and P�i 2 R4; PU.�i / D U. P�i /.

P8. Because, for all �i 2 S
3; j�i j D 1 then U.�i / is a bounded operator.

Note that P6 implies, from (8), that j!i j2 D 4j P�i j
2.

3. CONSENSUS IN THE TASK SPACE

This section presents the formal statement of the leader–follower and the leaderless consensus
problems together with our main results, which are the solutions to both problems.

¶For any a; b 2 R3, S.a/b D a � b. Some well known properties of the skew-symmetric matrix operator, S.�/, used
throughout the paper, are S.a/> D S.�a/ D �S.a/ and S.a/a D 03.
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3.1. Problem setting

Consider a network of N heterogeneous EL-systems of the form (1). Assume that the inter-
connection graph fulfills Assumptions A1 and A2. Furthermore, suppose that the kinematic and
the dynamic physical parameters are uncertain. In this scenario, find the controllers to solve the
following two consensus problems:

(a.) Leader–Follower Consensus Problem (LFCP): The network of N followers has to be regu-

lated at a given constant leader pose x` WD
h
p>
`
; �>`

i>
� R7, provided that the leader pose is

only available to a certain nonempty set of followers. Hence, for all i 2 NN ,

lim
t!1
j�i .t/j D 0; lim

t!1
xi .t/ D x`: (10)

(b.) Leaderless Consensus Problem (LCP): In the absence of a leader, the network ofN followers

has to asymptotically reach a consensus pose, denoted xc WD
h
p>c ; �

>
c

i>
� R7. Hence, for all

i 2 NN

lim
t!1
j�i .t/j D 0; lim

t!1
xi .t/ D xc : (11)

3.2. Leader–follower consensus problem

As mentioned in the problem statement, this paper makes the following assumption for the leader–
follower interconnection:

A3. At least one of the N follower robots has direct access to the leader’s pose x`, that is, in the
graph of N C 1 nodes, being node zero the leader node, there exists at least one directed edge
from the leader to any of the N followers.

Assumptions A1 and A3 ensure that the leader pose is globally reachable from any of the N
follower nodes, that is, there exists a path from the leader to any follower robot.

Considering that the kinematic and the dynamics physical parameters are uncertain, and using
(2), together with P3 and P5, it holds that

OJi .qi / Pqi D YKi .qi ; Pqi / O�Ki (12)

and OMi .qi / P�iC OCi .qi ; Pqi /�i�Ogi .qi / D YDi .qi ; Pqi ;�i ; P�i / O�Di , where�i 2 Rni is a differentiable
signal that will be defined later, O�Ki 2 RmKi and O�Di 2 RmDi are the kinematic and the dynamics
estimated physical parameters, respectively. OJi .qi /; OMi .qi /; OCi .qi ; Pqi / are the estimated Jacobian,
inertia and Coriolis matrices and Ogi .qi / is the estimated gravity vector.

Setting-up the controller

�i D �YDi
�
qi ; Pqi ;�i ; P�i

�
O�Di �Ki OJ>i .qi /OJi .qi /�i ; (13)

where Ki 2 R>0 and

�i WD Pqi C �i ; (14)

yields the following closed-loop system

Mi .qi /P�i C Ci .qi ; Pqi /�i CKi OJ>i .qi /OJi .qi /�i D YDi Q�Di ; (15)

with Q�Di WD �Di � O�Di .
As usual in the adaptive control design, consider the following energy-like function

Vi D
1

2

h
�>i Mi .qi /�i C Q�

>

Di�
�1
Di
Q�Di

i
; (16)

where �Di D �
>
Di > 0. Evaluating PVi along (15), using P2, the fact that PQ�Di D �

PO�Di and defining
the dynamic parameters adaptation law as
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PO�Di WD �DiY>Di�i ; (17)

yields

PVi D �Ki jOJi .qi /�i j2 6 0: (18)

Interestingly but not surprising, because Vi is positive definite and radially unbounded with
regards to �i and Q�Di and PVi 6 0, the signals OJi .qi /�i 2 L2 and �i ; Q�Di 2 L1 for any choice on
the differentiable function �i .

Now, pre-multiplying (14) by OJi .qi / and using (2) and (12) yields OJi .qi /�i D �i C OJi .qi /�i C
YKi .qi ; Pqi / Q�Ki , where Q�Ki D O�Ki � �Ki . Hence, PVi can be rewritten as

PVi D �Ki
h
j�i C OJi .qi /�i j

2 C jYKi .qi ; Pqi / Q�Ki j2
i
� 2Ki Q�

>

KiY
>
Ki .qi ; Pqi /

h
�i C OJi .qi /�i

i
:

The form of PVi motivates to propose the following function

Wi D
1

Ki
Vi C Q�

>

Ki�
�1
Ki
Q�Ki ; (19)

where �Ki D �
>
Ki > 0. Thus, setting the kinematic parameters adaptation law as

PO�Ki WD �KiY>Ki .qi ; Pqi /
h
�i C OJi .qi /�i

i
; (20)

ensures that

PWi D �j�i j
2 � 2�>i

OJi .qi /�i � jOJi .qi /�i j
2 � jYKi .qi ; Pqi / Q�Ki j2:

Because �i is the linear and angular velocities vector, the crossed term �>i
OJi .qi /�i in the last

equation, suggests the design of �i as a function of the pose error. Hence, let us define

�i WD
OJ�i .qi /ˆ

>.�i /ei (21)

where ei is the pose error, between each manipulator with its leader and its neighbors, given by

ei WD ai .xi � x`/C
X
j2Ni

wij Œxi � xj .t � Tj i .t//�; (22)

where ai > 0 if the leader’s pose x` is available to the i th manipulator and ai D 0, otherwise. OJ�i is

the Moore–Penrose pseudo-inverse of OJi and it is given by OJ�i WD OJ
>
i

�
OJi OJ>i

��1
.

Such definition of �i , together with (9), ensures that

PWi D �j�i j
2 � jˆ>.�i /ei j

2 � jYKi Q�Ki j2 � 2Px>i ei : (23)

Let us propose the total energy-like function Hi as

Hi DWi C ai jxi � x`j
2 C

1

2

X
j2Ni

wij jxi � xj j2: (24)

Using (22) and (23), PHi is given by

PHi D �j�i j
2� jˆ>.�i /ei j

2� jYKi Q�Ki j2� 2Px>i .ei � ai .xi � x`//C
X
j2Ni

wij .xi � xj />.Pxi � Pxj /

and using the error definition (22) results

PHi D� j�i j
2 � jˆ>.�i /ei j

2 � jYKi Q�Ki j2 � 2
X
j2Ni

wij Px>i .xi � xj .t � Tj i .t///C

C
X
j2Ni

wij .xi � xj />
�
Pxi � Pxj

�
:
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From the fact that
R t
t�Tji .t/

Pxj .�/d� D xj � xj .t � Tj i .t// and doing some simplifications,
finally yields

PHi D �j�i j
2�jˆ>.�i /ei j

2�jYKi Q�Ki j2�
X
j2Ni

wij

0
B@2Px>i

tZ
t�Tji .t/

Pxj .�/d� C .Pxi C Pxj />.xi � xj /

1
CA

The last term
�
Pxi C Pxj

�>
.xi � xj / can be expressed as

�
Pxi C Pxj

�>
.xi � xj / D �x>i

�
Pxi � Pxj

�
C Px>i .xi � xj / � x>j Pxj C x>i Pxi ;

defining Q WD
�
x>1 Px1; : : : ; x

>
N PxN

	>
, using (3) and because

P
i2 NN

P
j2Ni

wij .Qi �Qj / D 1>NLQ D 0,

it is straightforward to show thatX
i2 NN

X
j2Ni

wij
�
Pxi C Pxj

�>
.xi � xj / D x>

��
L � L>

�
˝ I7

�
Px D 0

where x WD
�
x>1 ; : : : ; x

>
N

	>
; Px WD

�
Px>1 ; : : : ; Px

>
N

	>
2 R7N . Hence, taking H D

P
i2 NN

Hi and invoking

P6, it holds that

PH D �
X
i2 NN

2
4jPxi j2 C 3j P�i j2 C jˆ>.�i /ei j2 C jYKi Q�Ki j2 C 2 X

j2Ni

wij Px>i

Z t

t�Tji .t/

Pxj .�/d�

3
5
(25)

H does not qualify as a Lyapunov Function, that is, it does not satisfy PH < 0. And then, in the
same spirit as in [31] and in order to get the below inequality, we integrate PH from 0 to t and apply
Lemma 1 of [55] to the double integral terms with ˛i 2 R>0. This yields

H.0/ > H.t/C
X
i2 NN

0
@k̂ >.�i /eik22 C kYKi Q�Kik22 C X

j2Ni

wij

"

1

`i i
� ˛i

�
kPxik22 �

�T 2ji

˛i
kPxj k22

#1A ;
where the fact that `i i WD

P
j2Ni

wij has also been used. Defining the matrix ‰ 2 RN�N as

‰ WD

2
66666664

1 � `11˛1 �
w12
�T 2
21

˛1
� � � �

w1N
�T 2
N1

˛1

�
w12
�T 2
12

˛2
1 � `22˛2 � � � �

w2N
�T 2
N2

˛2

:::
:::

: : :
:::

�
w1N

�T 2
1N

˛N
�
w2N

�T 2
2N

˛N
� � � 1 � `NN˛N

3
77777775
;

yields H.0/ > H.t/C
P
i2 NN

�
kˆ>.�i /eik

2
2 C kYKi Q�Kik

2
2

�
C 1>N‰

�
kPx1k22; : : : ; kPxN k

2
2

	>
.

Setting all ˛i and the interconnection weights wij such that

1 >
X
j2Ni

wij ˛i C

�T 2ij

˛j

!
: (26)

then there exists 	 2 RN , defined as 	 WD ‰>1N , such that �i > 0, for all i 2 NN . Hence,
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H.0/ > H.t/C
X
i2 NN

�
kˆ>.�i /eik

2
2 C kYKi Q�Kik

2
2 C �ikPxik

2
2

�
:

Because H.0/ is a positive constant and H.t/ > 0, then ˆ>.�i /ei ;YKi Q�Ki ; Pxi 2 L2 and H 2
L1. Furthermore, H is positive definite and radially unbounded with regards to �i ; Q�Di ; Q�Ki ; jxi �
x`j; jxi � xj j, hence, H 2 L1 ensures that all these signals are also bounded.

On one hand, P8, Pxi 2 L2 and Q�Ki ; jxi � x`j; jxi � xj j 2 L1, for all i 2 NN and j 2 Ni , together
with P4 imply that ˆ>.�i /ei ;�i 2 L1. On the other hand, �i ;�i 2 L1 ensures that Pqi 2 L1,
which together with P4 and P8, implies that Pxi 2 L1.

Using (22), it can be shown that Pei D ai Pxi C
P
j2Ni

wij
�
Pxi � .1 � PTj i .t//Pxj .t � Tj i .t//

	
, and

boundedness of Pxi and A2 support the fact that Pei is also bounded. Furthermore, P�i satisfies

P�i D
POJ
�

i .qi /ˆ
>.�i /ei C OJ

�
i .qi /

d

dt

�
ˆ>.�i /ei

�
D
POJ
�

i .qi /ˆ
>.�i /ei C OJ

�
i .qi /

h
P̂ >.�i /ei Cˆ

>.�i /Pei
i
:

(27)

Hence assumption A2, properties P4 and P8 and boundedness of Pqi ; Pxi and Pei imply that P�i 2 L1
and, consequently, d

dt

�
ˆ>.�i /ei

�
2 L1.

Now, boundedness of all these signals ensure, from the closed-loop system (15), that P�i 2
L1. Because P�i D Rqi C P�i , Rqi 2 L1. Furthermore, Rxi D ˆ>.�i /

h
Ji .qi / Rqi C PJi .qi / Pqi

i
C

P̂ >.�i /Ji .qi / Pqi , thus P4, P8 and Pxi ; Pqi ; Rqi 2 L1 ensure that Rxi 2 L1.

Finally, ˆ>.�i /ei ; Pxi 2 L2 \ L1 and d
dt

�
ˆ>.�i /ei

�
, Rxi 2 L1 yields, by Barbǎlat’s Lemma,

lim
t!1
jˆ>.�i .t//ei .t/j D 0, lim

t!1
jPxi .t/j D 0 and, from P6, lim

t!1
j�i .t/j D 0.

Before presenting one of the main results, it should be mentioned that, although �i D �` and
�i D ��` represent the same physical orientation, the closed-loop system (15) has two possible
equilibria. However, �i D ��` corresponds to an unstable equilibrium point.

Remark 2
In order to obtain an interpretation of the stability condition (26), first set, for all i 2 NN , ˛i D ˛

for any ˛ > 0. In this case (21) transforms to 1 >
P
j2Ni

wij



˛ C

�T 2
ij

˛

�
. Doing some algebra and

noting that `i i WD
P
j2Ni

wij , we obtain the inequality `i i˛2 � ˛ C
P
j2Ni

wij
�T 2ij < 0.

Clearly, such inequality is satisfied if there exist real solutions for the second order equation
`i i˛

2 � ˛ C
P
j2Ni

wij
�T 2ij D 0. In fact, such solutions exist if and only if 1 > 4`i i

P
j2Ni

wij
�T 2ij .

This last inequality is equivalent to (26). Because the bounds of the time-delays are given a priori,
the only free parameters in this last inequality are the interconnection weights. Obviously, when
delays are negligible any interconnection weights satisfy this inequality. However, for large delays
the interconnection weights have to be small.

Proposition 1
Suppose that Assumptions A1, A2, and A3 hold. Additionally assume that, for any ˛i > 0, condition
(26) holds. And then, the controller given by (13), (14), (21), and (27) together with the dynamic
and kinematic parameter adaptation laws (17) and (20), respectively, solves the LFCP everywhere
except when .Pxi .0/; pi .0/; �i .0// D .07;p`;��`/ for all i 2 NN .

Proof
First, note that lim

t!1
jPxi .t/j D 0 implies that

R t
t�Tji .t/

Pxj .�/d� D xj � xj .t � Tj i .t// D 07. This

and ˆ>.�i /ei D 06 ensure that 
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ai .pi � p`/C
X
j2Ni

wij .pi � pj / D 03; (28)

aiU>.�i /.�i � �`/C
X
j2Ni

wijU>.�i /.�i � �j / D 03: (29)

On one hand, defining p WD
�
p>1 ; : : : ;p

>
N

	>
allows to rewrite (28) as .A˝ I3/.p � .1N ˝ p`//C

.L˝ I3/p D 03N and, with the fact that L1N D 0N , (28) can be further written as .L` ˝ I3/.p �

.1N ˝ p`// D 03N , where A and L` are defined in Proposition 1. Further, Proposition 1 and the
Kronecker product properties ensure that rank.L` ˝ I3/ D 3N . Thus, for all i 2 NN , pi D p` is the
only solution to (28).

On the other hand, defining � WD
h
�>1 ; : : : ; �

>
N

i>
and NU.�/ WD diag.U.�1/; : : : ;U.�N // 2

R4N�3N , (29) can be written as

NU>.�/.A˝ I4/.� � .1N ˝ �`//C NU
>.�/.L˝ I4/.� � .1N ˝ �`// D 03N

or, what is the same, NU>.�/.L`˝ I4/.� � .1N ˝ �`// D 03N . Defining y WD .L`˝ I4/.� � .1N ˝
�`//, yields NU>.�/y D 03N . This equation has only two possible solutions, namely y D 04N or
y 2ker. NU>.�//.

The first solution y D 04N , implies that � D .1N ˝�`/, because .L`˝ I4/ is of full rank. Hence,
this implies consensus at �i D �`.

From Property P6, the second solution y 2ker. NU>.�//, implies that y D .
 ˝ I4/�, for 
 WD
diag.ıi / 2 RN�N . Now, because L` is of full rank, its inverse always exists, therefore the second
solution is of the form

� D
�
.IN � L�1` 
/

�1 ˝ I4
�
.1N ˝ �`/:

This expression implies that � is a linear combination of the vector .1N ˝�`/. Finally, the normality
condition of the quaternions, yields the second solution to (29) as �i D ˙�`, for all i 2 NN .

Using (24) it can be easily shown that �i D �` corresponds to a minimum energy point
and, because H.t/ is a decreasing function, that is, H.0/ > H.t/ for all t > 0, any pertur-
bation in the other equilibrium point �i D ��` will drive the system to �i D �`. Hence,
.�i ; pi ; �i / D .06;p`; �`/ is asymptotically stable everywhere except at the unstable equilibrium
point .�i ;pi ; �i / D .06; p`;��`/. This concludes the proof. �

Remark 3
With similar assumptions to [1, 30, 48], the controller used in Proposition 1 can also solve the
leader–follower problem for a dynamic leader provided that the leader trajectory is available (with-
out delays) to all the agents and that it is bounded up to its third derivative. In such a case, the pose
error (22) becomes

ei D �Px` C Qxi C
X
j2Ni

wij Œxi � xj .t � Tj i .t//�

where Qxi WD xi � x` and ai > 0, for all i 2 NN .

3.3. Leaderless consensus problem

The LCP is solved using the same controller as in the LFCP with the only difference being the
absence of the leader and thus ai D 0, for all i 2 NN .

Proposition 2
Suppose that Assumptions A1 and A2 hold. Additionally assume that, for any ˛i > 0, condition
(26) holds. And then, in the absence of a leader, the controller given by (13), (14), and (21) together
with the dynamic and kinematic parameter adaptation laws (17) and (20), respectively, solves the
LCP everywhere except when .Pxi .0/; pi .0/; �i .0// D .07;pc ;��c/ for all i 2 NN .
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Proof
The proof follows verbatim the proof of Proposition 1, and hence, only the main steps are given.

In this case, ai D 0 and the error equation (22) becomes ei D
P
j2Ni

wij Œxi � xj .t � Tj i .t//�.

Furthermore, the total energy-like function (24) transforms to Hi D Wi C
1
2

P
j2Ni

wij jxi � xj j2.

Taking H D
P
i2 NN

Hi , yields the same time-derivative as in (25). Following the same procedure as in

Section 3.2, by Barbǎlat’s Lemma, it is proved that lim
t!1
jˆ>.�i .t//ei .t/j D 0 and lim

t!1
jPxi .t/j D 0.

In this case, (28) and (29), respectively, becomeX
j2Ni

wij .pi � pj / D 03; (30)

X
j2Ni

wijU>.�i /.�i � �j / D 03: (31)

On one hand, (30) can be written as .L ˝ I3/p D 03N . Because rank.L ˝ I3/ D 3.N � 1/,
p D .1N ˝ pc/ is the only solution to (30), for any pc 2 R3.

On the other hand, in matrix form, (31) is equal to NU>.�/.L˝ I4/� D 03N . Because rank.L/ D
N � 1, the only possible solution to the equation .L ˝ I4/� D 03N is � D .1N ˝ �c/, for any
�c 2 S

3.
Now, from the fact that U>.�i /�i D 03, (31) can be written as

P
j2Ni

wijU>.�i /�j D 03. There-

fore, there exists other possible solutions to (31) of the form �j D ıj �i , for any ıj 2 R. This last
and the normality condition imply that �i D ˙�c , for all i 2 NN .

Furthermore, �i D �c corresponds to a minimum energy point and because H.t/ is a
decreasing function, any perturbation in �i D ��c will drive the system to �i D �c . Hence,
.�i ;pi ; �i / D .06;pc ; �c/ is asymptotically stable everywhere except at the unstable equilibrium
point .�i ;pi ; �i / D .06;pc ;��c/. This concludes the proof. �

Remark 4
When the interconnection time-delays are negligible, the pose error (22) becomes ei D ai .xi �
x`/C

P
j2Ni

wij .xi � xj / and thus (25) yields

PH D �
X
i2 NN

h
jPxi j2 C 3j P�i j

2 C jˆ>.�i /ei j
2 C jYKi Q�Ki j2

i
:

In this case, the proof of the solution to both consensus problems can be easily established
invoking LaSalle’s Invariance Theorem.

Remark 5
Following the same idea as in [1, 69] and because the robot manipulators often are redundant, that
is, ni > 6, the proposed controller can be designed to solve the consensus problems and, at the
same time, to perform a subtask objective (e.g., mechanical limit avoidance or obstacle avoidance).
For example, let us propose the subtask error as esi WD

h
Ini � OJ

�
i .qi //OJi .qi /

i
. Pqi � Pqdi /, where

Pqdi 2 Rni is the desired velocity of the subtask. As usual in trajectory tracking control, Pqdi is
assumed bounded up to its third derivative.

Redesigning (21) as �i D OJ
�
i .qi /ˆ

>.�i /ei �
h
Ini � OJ

�
i .qi /OJi .qi /

i
Pqdi it holds that OJi .qi /�i D

ˆ>.�i /ei , where the property of the Moore–Penrose pseudo-inverse matrix OJi .qi /OJ
�
i .qi / D I6

has been used to obtain this expression. Thus, the rest of the proof remains the same for each
consensus problem with the additional fact that esi converges to zero by noting that, in this case,
�i D Pqi C OJ

�
i .qi /ˆ

>.�i /ei �
h
Ini � OJ

�
i .qi /OJi .qi /

i
Pqdi .
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Thus, pre-multiplying the previous equation by
h
Ini � OJ

�
i .qi /OJi .qi /

i
yieldsh

Ini � OJ
�
i .qi /OJi .qi /

i
�i D esi , hence, if �i converges to zero so does esi .

It should be underscored that the motions in the joint space because of Pqdi lie in the null space of
OJi .qi /; thus, they do not induce any motion in the SE.3/.

3.4. Human-robot interactions

In the case that human torques, �hi 2 Rni are injected into one or multiple robots, the dynamic
equation (1) changes to

Mi .qi / Rqi C Ci .qi ; Pqi / Pqi C gi .qi / D �i C ci�hi ; (32)

where ci D 1 if a human interacts with robot i and ci D 0, otherwise.
When the human operator applies some forces, the equilibrium point is changed. However,

because in the leader–follower case, the equilibrium point .�i ;pi ; �i / D .06;p`; �`/ is almost glob-
ally attractive, once the human forces become zero, all robots converge asymptotically to the point
.06;p`; �`/.

In the leaderless case, the equilibrium point .�i ; pi ; �i / D .06;pc ; �c/ is almost globally attrac-
tive for some pc 2 R3 and �c 2 S

3. When the human operator applies torques, to one or multiple
robots, the consensus point is dynamically changed and when the human forces become zero, if the
robots are not in consensus, they find another consensus point that might be different from the origi-
nal point. This fact increases the applicability of the leaderless consensus algorithm in the sense that
the robot network can be driven by one or multiple human operators, which allows a wide range of
practical implementations such as formation control or teleoperation of networks of robots by one
or multiple operators.

In this scenario, the following controller, derived from (13), is proposed

�i D �YDi
�
qi ; Pqi ;�i ; P�i

�
O�Di �Ki�i : (33)

The closed-loop system (32) and (33) is

Mi .qi /P�i C Ci .qi ; Pqi /�i CKi�i D YDi Q�Di C ci�h;i : (34)

Proposition 3
Consider the leaderless scenario and a robot network in which the kinematic and the dynamic param-
eters are uncertain and Assumptions A1 and A2 hold. Moreover, one or multiple human operators
inject forces in one or multiple robot manipulators whose dynamics satisfy (32). And then, if the
joint torques injected by the human are bounded, that is, �h;i 2 L1, the controller given by (33),
(14), and (21) together with the dynamic and kinematic parameter adaptation laws (17) and (20),
ensures that �i 2 L1, for all i 2 NN .

Proof
Using (16) and evaluating PVi along (34) yields PVi D �Ki j�i j2 C ci�>i �h;i . After applying Young’s
inequality, on the last term of the previous equation, it holds that

PVi 6 �Ki j�i j2 C ci
Ki

2
j�i j

2 C ci
j�h;i j

2

2Ki
: (35)

Note that if ci D 0, then PVi 6 0 and boundedness of �i follows directly. However, if ci D 1, then
(35) can be simplified to

PVi 6 �
Ki

2
j�i j

2 C
j�h;i j

2

2Ki
:
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Because �h;i 2 L1, then there exists �i > 0 such that j�h;i j2 6 �i . Therefore, if j�i j2 >
�i
K2
i

then

PVi 6 0. This last and the fact that Vi is positive definite and radially unbounded with regards to �i
ensure that �i 2 L1. This concludes the proof. �

4. SIMULATIONS

This section provides simulation results that show the effectiveness of the proposed consensus algo-
rithms. Figure 1 depicts the simulated heterogeneous robot network, for the leader–follower and
the leaderless consensus problems. It is composed of one 2-DoF (node 1), one 3-DoF (node 3) and
two OMNI robots (Sensable, Wilmington, Massachusetts, United States), each with 3-DoF, (nodes
2 and 4). Table I presents the physical parameters and a description of these robots. The simula-
tions have been carried out using Matlab’s Simulink version 8.1. The direct kinematics of the robot
manipulators are given by the following homogeneous matrices H.q/ 2 R4�4.

H2DoF .q/ D

2
6664

0 �1 0 0

s12 0 c12 l1c1 C l2c23

�c12 0 s12 l1c1 C l2c23

0 0 0 1

3
7775 I

H3DoF .q/ D

2
6664

0 �1 0 0

s123 0 c123 l1c1 C l2c23 C l3c123

�c123 0 s123 l1c1 C l2c23 C l3c123

0 0 0 1

3
7775 I

HOMNI.q/ D

2
6664
�s1s23 �c1 �s1c23 �s1.l1c2 C l2c23/

c1s23 �s1 c1c23 c1.l1c2 C l2c23/

�c23 0 s23 l1s2 C l2s23

0 0 0 1

3
7775 I

where the notation c12, c123, s12, and s123 are abbreviations for cos.q1 C q2/, cos.q1 C q2 C
q3/, sin.q1 C q2/; and sin.q1 C q2 C q3/, respectively. The unit-quaternions have been derived
from the rotation matrices following the algorithm proposed in [70]. The Jacobian matrices are
given by

Figure 1. Simulated robot network and the two corresponding interconnection graphs.
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J2DoF .q/ D

2
666664

0 0

�l2s12 � l1s1 � l3s123 �l2s12 � l3s123
l2c12 C l1c1 C l3c123 l2c12 C l3c123

1 1

0 0

0 0

3
777775 I

J3DoF .q/ D

2
666664

0 0 0

�l2s12 � l1s1 � l3s123 �l2s12 � l3s123 �l3s123
l2c12 C l1c1 C l3c123 l2c12 C l3c123 l3c123

1 1 1

0 0 0

0 0 0

3
777775 I

JOMNI.q/ D

2
666664

�s1.l1c2 C l2c23/ �c1.l1s2 C l2s23/ �l2c1s23
c1.l1c2 C l2c23/ �s1.l1c2 C l2c23/ �l2s1s23

0 l2c2 C l2c23 l2c23
0 c1 c1
0 s1 s1
1 0 0

3
777775

(36)

The kinematic regressors, YK.q; Pq/ are as follows:

YK;2DoF D

2
666664

0 0

�s1 Pq1 �s12 Pq1 � s12 Pq2
c1 Pq1 c12 Pq1 C c12 Pq2
0 0

0 0

0 0

3
777775 I

YK;3DoF D

2
666664

0 0 0

�s1 Pq1 �s12 Pq1 � s12 Pq2 �s123 Pq1 � s123 Pq2 � s123 Pq3
c1 Pq1 c12 Pq1 C c12 Pq2 c123 Pq C c123 Pq2 C c123 Pq3
0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

3
777775 I

YK,OMNI D

2
666664

s1s2 Pq2 � c1c2 Pq1 s23s1 Pq2 � c23c1 Pq1 C s23s1 Pq3
�c2c1 Pq1 � c1s2 Pq2 �c23s1 Pq1 � s23c1 Pq2 � s23c1 Pq3

c2 Pq2 c23 Pq2 C c23 Pq3
0 0

0 0

0 0

3
777775 :

The kinematic parameter vectors are defined as �K;2DoF D Œl1; l2�, �K;3DoF D Œl1; l2; l3�

and �K,OMNI D Œl1; l2�. The initial conditions for the estimated kinematic parameters are set
to as follows: O�K;2DoF .0/ D Œ0:03; 0:02�>, O�K;3DoF .0/ D Œ0:08; 0:11; 0:08�>, O�K,OMNI2.0/ D

Œ0:05; 0:01�>, and O�K,OMNI4.0/ D Œ0:04; 0:02�>, where OMNI2 and OMNI4 means OMNI of node
2 and OMNI of node 4, respectively.

The nonlinear dynamic models of the robot manipulators are omitted for brevity but they can be
found in [1, 46, 71]. The initial estimated dynamic parameters are set to zero. The variable time-
delays between the nodes have been set to Tj i D �C a1sin.#1t /C a2sin.#2t /, and in Table II are
listed the values of the parameters for all the interconnection’s delays.
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Table I. Robots description and their physical parameters.

Mass (kg) Length (m)
Robots Inertia (kgm2) C. mass (m)

Robot 2DoF Robot 2DoF
m1 D 0.3 l1 D 0.135
m2 D 0.2 l2 D 0.135

Robot 3DoF Robot 3DoF
m1 D 0.25 l1 D 0.20
m2 D 0.15 l2 D 0.15
m3 D 0.10 l3 D 0.10
I1 D 0.0055 lc1 D 0.10
I2 D 0.005 lc2 D 0.075
I3 D 0.0025 lc3 D 0.05

Robot OMNI Robot OMNI
m1 D 0.035 l1 D 0.135
m2 D 0.1 l2 D 0.135
I1x D 0.00001
I1y D 0.0002126
I1´ D 0.0002126
I2x D 0.00001
I2y D 0.0006075
I2´ D 0.0006075

DoF, degrees-of-freedom.

Table II. Parameters of the variable time-delays for the
expression Tji D �C a1sin.#1t /C a2sin.#2t /.

Delay � a1 #1(rad/s) a2 #2.rad=s/

T21 0.12 0.05 7 0.06 27
T31 0.09 0.03 2 0.05 14
T12 0.14 0.03 5 0.08 23
T32 0.14 0.06 2 0.08 13
T13 0.11 0.04 3 0.07 27
T23 0.08 0.03 8 0.05 18
T43 0.13 0.05 4 0.07 29
T34 0.11 0.05 6 0.06 30
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Figure 2. Robots position (leader–follower).

Figure 3. Robots orientation, represented by unit-quaternions (leader–follower).

4.1. Leader-follower case

The controller gains employed in this simulation are K1 D 30; K2 D 25; K3 D 30; K4 D 50,
�Di D 80I9, and �Ki D 50I4 for i 2 ¹1; 2; 3; 4º. For this case, only node 2 receives the leader con-
stant pose x` D Œ0; 0:2202; 0:1471; 0:5879;�0:3928; 0:3928; 0:5879�>, the interconnection weights
ai are set to a2 D 1 and ai D 0 for i 2 ¹1; 3; 4º. The follower interconnection weights are the fol-
lowing: w12 D w21 D 1:5; w13 D w31 D 0:8; w23 D w32 D 0:7; and w34 D w43 D 0:8. These
weights fulfill (26) using ˛1=0.217, ˛2=0.259, ˛3=0.279, and ˛4=0.990. Figures 2 and 3 show the
position and the orientation dynamic behavior for the leader–follower control algorithm. It can be
appreciated that the motion of the 2DoF and 3DoF robots only takes place in the plane defined by
the coordinates z and y, while that of the OMNI robots is in the 3D space and needs three coordi-
nates. Furthermore, it is observed that despite the time-delays and the differences in the robots initial
conditions, the robots asymptotically converge to the leader pose. Figure 4 depicts the kinematic
parameter adaptation for each robot manipulator.

4.2. Leaderless case

The leaderless controller gains are K1 D 30; K2 D 50; K3 D 30; K4 D 50, �Di D 80I9,
and �Ki D 50I4 for i 2 ¹1; 2; 3; 4º. In the leaderless consensus, ai D 0 for all i 2 ¹1; 2; 3; 4º.
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Figure 4. Kinematic parameters adaptation (leader–follower).

Figure 5. Robots position (leaderless).

Figure 6. Robots orientation, represented by unit-quaternions (leaderless).
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Figure 7. Kinematic parameters adaptation (leaderless).

The interconnection weights are w12 D w21 D 1;w13 D w31 D 0:8; w23 D w32 D 0:5; and
w34 D w43 D 1:2. These weights satisfy condition (26) with ˛1 = 0.30, ˛2 = 0.33, ˛3 = 0.25, and
˛4 = 0.43. The robot network pose behavior is shown in Figure 5, for the position, and in Figure 6,
for the orientation. It can be observed that the network asymptotically reaches a consensus pose.
The kinematic estimated parameters are shown in Figure 7.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposes a novel adaptive controller that is capable of solving the leader–follower and
the leaderless consensus problems in networks of heterogeneous robot manipulators in the task
space. For the leader–follower case, it is only required that the leader pose be available to, at
least, one follower. Moreover, the controller is robust to parameter uncertainty and to interconnec-
tion variable time-delays. Furthermore, the orientation of the robot end-effectors is represented by
singularity-free unit-quaternions. A simple, yet useful, modification of the controller allows to deal
with a dynamic leader and with additional subtask control objectives, like collisions and singular-
ities avoidance. Simulations, using a network with four manipulators, are shown to illustrate the
performance of the proposed scheme.

At present, we are working towards the solution of the leader–follower and the leaderless consen-
sus problems for general directed graphs. Future research includes the extension of this work to the
case when the interconnection graph is time-varying.

Similar to previous works, for example, [48, 49], the kinematic adaptation law (20) requires linear
and angular velocity measurements. One possible solution to this issue is the incorporation of a
velocity observer. This is another current research avenue.
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